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LAURIE REYON

I am proud to be a contributing author! This is my story of how I became
an Animal Communicator, and then an Inter Species Communicator. In
this book I am able to tell the amazing stories of how "Puddah" became
my teacher and partner and how I became a Soul Healer.

Authors include Debbie Takara Shelor with Nina Brown, Grandma
Chandra, Celeste Eaton, Mary J. Getten, Roberta Goodman, Sierra
Goodman, Anne Gordon de Barrigon, Cyndie Lepori, Megan Leupold,
Joebaby Noonan, Joan Ocean, Frederique Pichard, Trish Regan & Doug
Hackett, Laurie Reyon, Linda Shay, Debbie Takara Shelor, Teresa Wagner,
and Madeleine Walker. The stunning cover artwork and interior design is
by Jean-Luc Bozzoli.

The new book "Dolphins & Whales Forever" has just been
released. As one of the contributing authors, i invite you
to buy a copy!
These stories will inspire and expand your cetacean connection. A
beautiful collection of stories, this what my friend and co-author
Joan Ocean says about it:
"This is our new book! A book that will cause you to laugh and to
cry tears of joy, recognition and appreciation. Everyone who loves
dolphins and whales or wants to learn more about their incredible
examples of good living, kind giving and advanced captivating
behaviors, will want to consume every word written in this unique
and all-encompassing book written by 19 experts in the field of
cetacean communication, meditation, healing and international
ocean-swimming.
Don't pass up the chance to enlighten your heart and comfort your
soul with this inspiring book. The very process of its manifestation
is an example of dolphin pod mind and cooperation. Together the
authors met each other via emails and in Hawaii at the Cetacean
Summit to bring this book to you. Working as a team, as a family,
we submitted our stories, led by our tireless and experienced
leader, Takara Shelor. This is the product of our union..... Of our
podliness and love for each other and our dolphin and whale
brothers and sisters. I hope you enjoy it as much as Jean-Luc and I
have enjoyed contributing to it."
We're aiming for 'bestseller' status and I invite you to buy a copy
now!
There are gift prizes to win, special gifts for the first 25 who
purchase, plus free gifts for all who purchase during the launch
period.
Here is the link to get your copy and free gifts:
http://www.DolphinOhana.com

Be one of the first to purchase
the book (during the first week
after the launch) and receive
our CD download (MP3) as our
free gift to you!
"LAURIE REYON & MASTER
CAT PUDDAH SPEAK"

The meditations and information on this CD are intended to assist you in
going deeper within yourself to find more of your truth and empowerment,
while living from your heart. Laurie Reyon is the voice of the group
consciousness of the great whales and the dolphins. The Cetacean messages
and meditations are intended to help you remember more about WHO you
really are and connect you with your Divine Life Mission.

Master Cat Puddah is an "Ascension Guide" and offers her re-birthing
conscious Time Travel meditation on this CD. This powerful meditation is
intended to help you realign with your birth contract and renew your vows to
Creator, and to yourself for this lifetime on Earth.

CLICK HERE for details.
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